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Conversion of La2Ti2O7 to LaTiO2N via
ammonolysis: a first-principles investigation†
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Perovskite oxynitrides are, due to their reduced band gap compared to oxides, promising materials for

photocatalytic applications. They are most commonly synthesized from {110} layered Carpy-Galy

(A2B2O7) perovskites via thermal ammonolysis, i.e. the exposure to a flow of ammonia at elevated

temperature. The conversion of the layered oxide to the non-layered oxynitride must involve a complex

combination of nitrogen incorporation, oxygen removal and ultimately structural transition by elimi-

nation of the interlayer shear plane. Despite the process being commonly used, little is known about the

microscopic mechanisms and hence factors that could ease the conversion. Here we aim to derive such

insights via density functional theory calculations of the defect chemistry of the oxide and the oxynitride

as well as the oxide’s surface chemistry. Our results point to the crucial role of surface oxygen vacancies

in forming clusters of NH3 decomposition products and in incorporating N, most favorably

substitutionally at the anion site. N then spontaneously diffuses away from the surface, more easily

parallel to the surface and in interlayer regions, while diffusion perpendicular to the interlayer plane is

somewhat slower. Once incorporation and diffusion lead to a local N concentration of about 70% of the

stoichiometric oxynitride composition, the nitridated oxide spontaneously transforms to a nitrogen-

deficient oxynitride. Since anion vacancies are crucial for the nitrogen incorporation and diffusion as

well as the transformation process, their concentration in the precursor oxide is a relevant tuning

parameter to optimize the oxynitride’s synthesis and properties.

1 Introduction

Perovskite oxynitrides are promising photocatalysts, since their
band structure is well-suited to both absorb solar light and
drive the water-splitting redox reactions.1–4 These materials can
exist as nitrogen-rich ABN2O or nitrogen-poor ABNO2 composi-
tions, the latter generally being more active in photocatalytic
applications.1 While the A and B cations could, in principle, be
selected from a large part of the periodic table,5 the composi-
tions most popular in photocatalysis have Nb5+, Ta5+ or Ti4+ B
sites, which are paired with A-site cations such as Sr2+, Ca2+ or
La3+ respectively to respect charge neutrality. A particularly
well-studied composition is LaTiO2N (LTON).1

LTON is most often synthesized via thermal ammonolysis of
a La2Ti2O7 (LTO) oxide precursor.1,6,7 LTO belongs to the family
of layered Carpy-Galy perovskite oxides,8–10 which are consti-
tuted of slabs of distorted corner-sharing TiO6 octahedra
stacked along the c-axis (Fig. 1a), subsequent slabs being linked
via La–O bonds across the interlayer plane.11–13 These bonds

Fig. 1 (a) Monoclinic LTO unit cell with P21 space group. The dashed
horizontal line indicates the interlayer plane parallel to (001). (b) Orthor-
hombic LTON unit cell with Imma space group and O/N disorder.
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are known to be weak, leading to preferential cleavage of
microscopic LTO crystals along the interlayer plane.14 During
ammonolysis LTO is placed under a flow of ammonia (NH3) at
temperatures higher than 600 1C for several hours. According to
the reaction LTO + 2NH3 - 2LTON + 3H2O, this process leads to
formation of LTON, which has an orthorhombic perovskite struc-
ture with a mixture of O and N anions (Fig. 1b). While a cis order is
preferred within the individual octahedra,15 LTON was shown to
assume only partial16,17 or no long-range anion order.18,19

The transformation of LTO to LTON is a highly complex
process, that has to involve the substitution of O by N, removal
of excess O (the cation:anion ratio is 1 : 3.5 in LTO and 1 : 3 in
LTON) and ultimately the corner-sharing linking of octahedra
across the interlayer plane.6,7,14 At high temperature the
2NH3 " N2 + 3H2 equilibrium is shifted towards the products
and NH2, NH and N species may thus exist on LTO surfaces.
Atomic and molecular hydrogen will form H2O with lattice
oxygen, creating oxygen vacancies. These vacancies are
assumed to be instrumental for further NH3 decomposition
and nitrogen incorporation, leading to a chain reaction. While
initially any of the typically exposed LTO (100), (010) and (001)
surfaces14 could interact with NH3 and its decomposition
products, the transformation is associated with a volume
shrinkage (see vertical dimensions in Fig. 1a and b) that leads
to the formation of cracks that preferentially expose the LTO
(001) interlayer plane.7 A large proportion of N can thus be
assumed to be incorporated by interaction of NH3 and its
decomposition products with the (001) surface and subsequent
diffusion into the layered LTO structure, while O atoms diffuse
towards this surface and are removed as H2O. This hypothesis
is supported by the experimental observation that the oxyni-
tride is not exclusively formed at the surface of the LTO
particles, but stripes of LTON are observed extending into the
bulk, following cracks oriented perpendicular to [001].6 Once
these diffusion processes result in a composition around a
interlayer plane sufficiently close to LTON, the octahedra are
assumed to link via a relative lateral displacement of the
adjacent slabs in the so-called zipper mechanism.6,7

Despite all experimental observations pointing towards the
zipper mechanism, the indirect nature of the data does not
yet allow a complete atomic-scale understanding of the transfor-
mation of LTO to LTON. From the above discussion, it is apparent
that defects will play a crucial role in the NH3 decomposition,
diffusion and zipper-mechanism aspects of the transformation
mechanism. It is thus imperative to understand how O vacancies
form in LTO, how they assist NH3 decomposition, how N is
incorporated into LTO and how the anionic species diffuse in
the layered structure. On the other hand, defects in LTON,
resulting for example from incomplete transformation, also affect
the final chemical and physical properties of the oxynitride. In
particular non-stoichiometry or structural defects in LTON were
shown to be detrimental for the photocatalytic performance.7,20

Nevertheless, other studies report better photocatalytic perfor-
mance for LTON containing less than the stoichiometric amount
of nitrogen (about 70–80%), despite the crystalline quality being
inferior compared to stoichiometric LTON.21,22

In this work, we aim to gain insights on the transformation
mechanism from LTO to LTON via density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations. Our approach is to understand the defect
chemistry of both the oxide precursor and the formed oxynitride
as well as the diffusion kinetics of the most stable defect species.
This is motivated by the fact that a highly defective LTO will
eventually transform into an also defective LTON, our results
providing an estimation of the required defect concentrations. We
also study the interaction of NH3 and its decomposition products
with the LTO (001) surface to establish the role of surface defects
in N incorporation. A deeper knowledge of the defect chemistry
and thermodynamics of these materials will pave the way towards
a better understanding of the transformation mechanism and of
the properties of the resulting oxynitride. These insights are key to
identify strategies and guidelines for the synthesis design of
oxynitrides with improved photo-electrochemical or photocataly-
tic activity.

2 Methods

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with
the QUANTUM ESPRESSO package23,24 using the PBE25 exchange–
correlation functional with a Hubbard U correction26,27 of 3 eV on
the Ti 3d states. Ultrasoft pseudopotentials28 with La(5s, 5p, 6s,
5d), Ti(3s, 3p, 4s, 3d), O(2s, 2p), and N(2s, 2p) valence states were
employed, while wave functions and the augmented density were
expanded in plane waves up to cutoffs of 40 and 320 Ry,
respectively. This setup was previously validated for LTON29 and
also reproduces the experimental LTO lattice parameters to within
1% (ESI† Section S1). Compared to more advanced exchange–
correlation treatments, for example using hybrid functionals, the
DFT+U approach is known to reliably describe defect states in
titanates,30 at a computational cost compatible with the required
screening of a large number of defect configurations.

LTO was modeled using a 1 � 2 � 1 supercell containing 88
atoms derived from the 44-atom unit cell (space group, P21)12

(Fig. 2a). A 3 � 2 � 3 Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh31 was used
to sample the Brillouin zone of this supercell. Anion vacancy
and substitutional defects in various charge states were created
on the 14 symmetry inequivalent anion sites in this structure,

Fig. 2 (a) 1 � 2 � 1 LTO supercell. Oxygen atoms colored in pink, orange,
and red correspond to O sites lying in the interlayer, the middle and the
bulk layer respectively. (b) Pseudo-cubic LTON cell with cis anion order.
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while for anion interstitials we considered 22 different sites.
To simplify the discussion, we will designate defects as lying
either in the interlayer, the middle or bulk layer as shown in
Fig. 2a. Defect pairs of vacancies, substitution and interstitial
defects were also considered.

LTON has an orthorhombic 20-atom unit cell with a longer
b-axis18,19 containing octahedral rotations and more impor-
tantly anion (dis)order (Fig. 1b). For our calculations we use a

40-atom
ffiffiffi
2
p
� 2�

ffiffiffi
2
p

pseudo-cubic supercell (Fig. 2b) with a cis
anion order that was shown to be more favorable compared to a
trans anion arrangement.29 Reciprocal space was integrated
using a 4 � 4 � 4 Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid.31 For anion
vacancy and substitutional defects we considered the two
symmetry inequivalent sites, while for interstitials 16 different
sites were sampled. In addition, we also considered cation
antisite defects (LaTi and TiLa) in LTON along with pairs of
the aforementioned defects.

For stoichiometric cells, both ionic positions and cell para-
meters were optimized, while for defective calculations, only
atomic positions were relaxed with lattice vectors fixed to those
of the respective stoichiometric cell. Structural relaxation was
performed until the total energy and forces converged below
1.4 � 10�5 eV and 5 � 10�2 eV Å�1, respectively.

We will refer to defects in a Kröger–Vink-like32 notation (Xq
s),

where the main letter (X) refers to the defect species, the
subscript (s) to the defect site and – deviating from the formal
notation – the numeric superscript (q) to the total charge of the
simulation cell. The formation energy33 of such a defect is
computed as

DEf ;X
q
s
¼ Etot;X

q
s
� Etot;stoi �

X

i

nimi þ qEF þ Ecorr (1)

where DEf ;X
q
s

and Etot,stoi are the DFT total energies of the defective

and stoichiometric supercells, respectively. EF is the Fermi energy
relative to the valence band maximum of the stoichiometric
system, which can assume values within the band gap Eg (0 r
EF r Eg) of the non-defective structure. Since our semi-local DFT
calculations inevitably underestimate band gaps (ESI† Section S1),
we use experimental band gaps for both materials. Ecorr is a
corrective term necessary for charged defects (with an automati-
cally added neutralizing background) to align the electrostatic
potential of the defective charged cell with the one of the neutral
stoichiometric cell. It was obtained by calculating the electrostatic
potential difference between the two systems via averaging the
electrostatic potential in spheres around atomic sites located far
from the defect.34 No further finite-size corrections33 were applied,
given the relatively high dielectric constant of LTO (42–6235) and
LTON (75020). Finally, ni indicates the number of atoms of a certain
species i that are added (ni 4 0) or removed (ni o 0) from the
supercell to form the defect and mi the species’ chemical potential.
We define the chemical potential as mi = mi

0 + Dmi, where mi
0 is the

chemical potential in a reference state and Dmi varies within
thermodynamic stability limits and directly relates to the chemical
environment. Pure metals are used as reference state for La and Ti,
the O2 molecule for O and NH3 (LTON is synthesized under

ammonia flow) or N2 (considered as the nitridating agent) for N.
The NH3 reference yields an N chemical potential 1.01 eV higher
than the N2 reference. We restrict the various Dmi to regions of the
phase diagrams where LTO/LTON is stable and where the for-
mation of competing phases, such La2O3 and TiO2, is not favorable
(ESI† Section S2). Considering typical conditions during thermal
ammonolysis7,14 and the typical n-type nature of transition metal
oxides/oxynitrides, we will, in the main text, show results in the N-
rich limit and for a Fermi energy at the conduction band edge.
More detailed results as a function of these parameters can be
found in the ESI† Sections S4 and S5.

Diffusion barriers were calculated using the climbing-image
nudged elastic band (NEB) method.36 The number of images
was selected for an initial inter-image distance of about 0.25 Å
and the path was optimized until the forces on each image
converged to 1 � 10�3 eV Å�1.

The LTO (001) surface was modeled as a one LTO-layer thick
slab with the bottom half of the atoms fixed at bulk positions, a
10 Å vacuum gap and a dipole correction.37 This setup leads to
adsorption energies converged to within 0.01 eV. Reciprocal
space of this 44-atom cell was sampled with a 3 � 4 � 1 k-point
mesh.31 Adsorption energies were calculated as

DEads = Eslab+ads � Eads � Eslab, (2)

where Eslab+ads, Eads and Eslab refer to the DFT total energies of
the slab with adsorbate, the isolated adsorbate and the clean
slab respectively. Ab-initio atomistic thermodynamics38,39 as
implemented in the Atomistic Simulation Environment (ASE)40

were used to account for temperature and partial pressure effects
on adsorption. While a full exploration of temperature and
pressure effects on ammonolysis would be a worthy topic for
future research, we focus here on typical experimental ammo-
nolysis conditions (T = 1223 K, pNH3

= 105 Pa, pH2O = 10 Pa). We
also note that due to the flow of ammonia continuously replen-
ishing the reactant and removing the H2O product, their partial
pressures remain constant throughout ammonolysis.

The optical properties of defective LTON were calculated
based on the frequency dependent dielectric matrix within the
VASP package,41–44 based the PBEsol45 exchange–correlation
functional using PAW potentials46,47 with La(5s, 5p, 5d, 6s),
Ti(3s, 3p, 3d, 4s), O(2s, 2p) and N(2s, 2p) valence shells together
with a plane-wave cutoff of 500 eV. A rotationally invariant27

Hubbard U correction26 was applied to the Ti 3d orbitals. All
calculations were performed with a spin-polarised setup using
structures previously relaxed in QUANTUM ESPRESSO. The
number of bands was about tripled (600) from the default value
(216). Absorption spectra were extracted using the vaspkit
package.48

LTON powders are synthesized by thermal ammonolysis of
an oxide precursor, LTO. The precursor oxide is produced by a
solid-state approach where 12.5 mmol TiO2 (Anatase, Sigma
Aldrich, 99.9%), 6.25 mmol La2O3 (Sigma Aldrich, 99.9%), and
12.5 mol NaCl (VWR, 99%) are mechanically mixed using a roll-
mill and calcined for 10 h at 1200 1C. After calcination the flux
is removed and the resulting La2Ti2O7 is dried at 100 1C for
12 h. For thermal ammonolysis, 1 g of La2Ti2O7 is placed inside
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an alumina tube which is purged with N2 for 30 min and NH3

for 40 min at a flow rate of 0.2 L min�1. The synthesis
conditions are varied by applying various temperatures and
durations (1000 1C for 16 h, 18 h, and 25 h, 1050 1C for 18 h and
25 h) while keeping a constant NH3 flow of 0.2 L min�1. UV-vis
diffuse reflectance spectra are collected using an UV-vis-NIR
spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, Lambda 1050) equipped with
an integrating sphere over a spectral range of 200–900 nm (step
size 2 nm). BaSO4 is used as a reference. The spectra are
transformed to the Kubelka–Munk function49 and normalized
before plotting.

All data are available on the Materials Cloud archive.50

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Interaction of LTO (001) with NH3

The (001) shear interface is known to be the preferred cleaving
plane for LTO and can hence be assumed as the dominant
surface interacting with NH3 and its decomposition products
during ammonolysis. The (001) surface can either be the actual
surface of a particle or exposed in cracks formed during
ammonolysis.14 In order to gain insights into the interaction
and decomposition of NH3 in contact with this surface and the
role oxygen vacancies play in this process, we study the inter-
action of ammonia and its dehydrogenated derivatives with
pristine and oxygen deficient LTO (001) surfaces. We find the
energetically most favorable oxygen vacancy to reside at the very
surface (ESI† Table S2 and Fig. S5). Since in LTO without a
surface (Section 3.2) sites away from the interlayer plane are
preferred, this preference likely stems from the reduced num-
ber of broken bonds at the surface.

We find molecular NH3 to adsorb most favorably at a Ti-top
site on the stoichiometric surface with an adsorption energy of
0.71 eV, while on the defective surface it adsorbs most favorably
above the VO with an adsorption energy of 1.75 eV (Table 1). On
the defective surface, an NH3 adsorbed at the Ti1-top site
spontaneously migrates into the VO as evident by the almost
equivalent adsorption energy. This clearly indicates the impor-
tance of VO for the adsorption of ammonia as once adsorbed,
transition state theory predicts the molecule to remain bound
on the microsecond time scale even at elevated ammonolysis
temperatures, whereas residence times in the sub-nanosecond
range result on the stoichiometric surface. This is also the case

for the decomposition products NH2, NH and N that, when
adsorbed adjacent to a vacancy, spontaneously relax into the
vacancy, clearly demonstrating this to be the most favorable
adsorption site.

Next, we calculated the thermodynamics of the decomposi-
tion reaction of NH3 at a surface VO. We initially consider that for
each decomposition step half an oxygen vacancy forms and half
a water molecule is released as shown by reactions (3) to (5).

3

2
stoiþ defNH3

! stoiþ defNH2
þ 1

2
def þ 1

2
H2O (3)

! 1

2
stoiþ defNH þ def þH2O (4)

! defN þ
3

2
def þ 3

2
H2O (5)

Here stoi stands for the stoichiometric slab, def for a slab
with an oxygen vacancy and defprod for a slab with the respec-
tive decomposition product (prod = NH3, NH2, NH, N) adsorbed
at the vacancy site. We compute the energy profile for the
reaction, considering temperature and partial pressure effects
via ab-initio atomistic thermodynamics by setting T = 1223 K,
pNH3

= 105 Pa and pH2O = 10 Pa, which are conditions relevant
for ammonolysis. The resulting energy profile in Fig. 3a shows
that while most of the decomposition steps have a moderate
energy cost, the final conversion of NH to N is prohibitively
large with a height in excess of 2 eV, likely due to the formation
of a strongly undercoordinated N atom.

The above reactions, however, also show that the initial
facile decomposition steps lead to formation of additional VO

adjacent to the initial NH3 adsorbate. Clusters of VO that will
partially be filled with additional decomposition products are
thus likely to form on the LTO surface. It makes, therefore,
sense to consider if the final step could be facilitated in
presence of two NH adsorbed in nearby VO. The reaction we
study proceeds via transfer of one H from N to an adjacent O
followed by the transfer of the second H to the same O,
desorption of H2O and formation of the oxygen vacancy. This
process is shown in Fig. 3b and has a thermodynamic cost of
1.12 eV, only half of the one in Fig. 3a.

These results highlight that VO are crucial to adsorb NH3

and decompose it to NH, forming additional VO in the process.

Table 1 Adsorption energies (in eV) of NH3 on the stoichiometric and
defective LTO (001) surface for the sites presented in ESI Fig. S6. The most
relevant sites are highlighted in bold

Site Stoichiometric Defective

Ti1-top �0.71 �1.75
Ti2-top �0.71 �0.66
La1-top �0.53 �1.38
La2-top �0.63 �1.26
Ti–La-bridge �0.24 �1.26
Ti–Ti-bridge �0.65 �0.99
La–La-bridge �0.67 �1.01
VO — �1.76

Fig. 3 (a) Energy profile for the decomposition reaction of NH3 to N and
(b) alternative mechanism with two nearby NH for the final step in the
decomposition reaction. The relevant sites are labeled and highlighted by
blue circles.
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The proximity of these newly formed VO is then crucial to
facilitate the final decomposition step and incorporation of N
into LTO. This model shows that surface VO will nucleate
regions in which N is incorporated in a chain-like reaction, in
agreement with the experimental observation that large regions
of LTO simultaneously transform to LTON.14

3.2. Defect chemistry of LTO

Fig. 4 summarizes the formation energies of all investigated
defects and defect pairs in LTO as a function of the oxygen
chemical potential and evaluated for experimentally relevant
n-type conductivity conditions with the Fermi energy at the
conduction band minimum. Details for each defect can be found
in the ESI† Section S4 with specific references given below.

VO. For experimentally relevant conditions, we predict oxy-
gen vacancies (VO) to be in their neutral charge state (ESI†
Fig. S10a). VO in this charge state are most stable in the middle
layer and least stable at the interlayer plane (ESI† Fig. S9a).
Even under O-poor conditions (towards the left in Fig. 4, VO

have a relatively high formation energy between B0.8 eV in the
center of the slab and B1.3 eV at the interlayer plane (Table S3),
suggesting a rather low concentration of oxygen vacancies in
LTO. This lack of VO, in particular at the interlayer plane, will
hinder the zipper mechanism that relies on this defect. Our
data also implies that surface VO need to be created by NH3

decomposition at the surface rather than by creation within
LTO and subsequent diffusion to the surface.

NO, Ni and NO–Oi. We studied nitrogen substitution at an O
site (NO) and interstitial nitrogen (Ni) as two possible ways to
insert N into LTO. For experimentally relevant conditions, we
predict the NO

�1 charge state to be most stable (ESI† Fig. S14),
which corresponds to an ionic N3� on the anion site. This
defect spontaneously forms already for intermediate oxygen
chemical potentials. For interstitial N we also predict a fully
ionic Ni

�3 charge state to be most stable (ESI† Fig. S17a). For
this defect, we observe strong structural rearrangements, the

N atom displacing an O from its lattice site to an interstitial
site. This is in line with XPS results for N-doped LTO that
indicate the environment of La ions in the structure not to be
affected by doping and that N are bound to Ti atoms in the Ti
octahedra.51,52 The Ni defect should thus correctly be labeled as
an (NO–Oi)

�3 defect pair. The relative stability of these two
N-related defects depends on the experimental conditions
(Fig. 4): NO

�1 are more likely to be observed under O-poor
conditions, while Ni/(NO–Oi)

�3 are more stable in O-rich envir-
onments. In both cases, the N atom is preferentially found in
the middle-layer (ESI† Figs. S13c and S16c), suggesting that the
nitridating N3� species can diffuse away from the LTO inter-
layer interface, where, as we will show below, its mobility is
highest. We investigated additional configurations for NO–Oi

(shown in orange in Fig. 4), confirming the -3 charge state while
finding somewhat lower formation energies (ESI† Section S4D)
for configurations where NO and Oi can form a bond. This
limits the isolated substitutional N to fairly O-poor conditions
and confirms the strong tendency of N to replace O, leading to
mobile interstitial O species and anion superstoichiometry
prior to LTON formation.

NO–VO, Ni–NO and NO–NO. The above results highlight the
potential importance of defect pairs for nitrogen incorporation.
We therefore also investigated substitutional nitrogen paired up
with either an oxygen vacancy, a nitrogen interstitial or another
substitutional nitrogen. In all cases the most stable charge state
corresponds to fully ionic N3� under experimentally relevant
conditions (ESI† Fig. S24, S28 and S32). Our results (Fig. 4)
show that at very low oxygen chemical potential, VO can lower
the formation energy of a NO compared to isolated NO. Intrinsic
LTO defects may hence thermodynamically assist nitrogen
incorporation. A Ni paired with a NO may also lead to a lower
formation energy than isolated NO (Fig. 4), in particular also in the
boundary layer, if the two defects are close (ESI† Fig. S27d). This
implies that nitrogen incorporation in form of interstitials may be
assisted by already existing substitutional nitrogen. Finally, we find
that two substitutional N can coexist in the middle layer, however,
most favorably so at large separation (ESI† Fig. S31b). At very low
oxygen chemical potential this is preferred over isolated NO.

Summary. Our results for LTO show that the oxygen vacancy
concentration is fairly low, in particular around the interlayer
plane. Nitrogen is most favorably incorporated by substituting
an oxygen under the low oxygen partial pressure situation of
ammonolysis, the displaced oxygen becoming a mobile interstitial
species. Once in the LTO lattice, substitutional N will not tend to
cluster but may ease interstitial N incorporation in their vicinity.

3.3. Nitrogen diffusion in LTO

Once nitrogen enters LTO as a substitutional N at a (001) crack
face or surface, it needs to diffuse deeper into the LTO layered
structure to induce the conversion to the oxynitride. We study
diffusion of NO via a VO diffusion vehicle using the NEB
method, considering different arrangements of these two
defects as well as different charge states. In order to estimate
facile diffusion directions, we then use these elemental diffu-
sion events to build migration paths parallel to the interlayer

Fig. 4 Formation energies of various defects and defect pairs in LTO as a
function of the oxygen chemical potential and for a Fermi energy at the
conduction band minimum. The spread in values shown by the highlighted
area between the respective minimum and maximum formation energy is
due to the different anion sites in the layered structure.
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plane in the interlayer, middle and bulk layer as well as paths
perpendicular to the interlayer plane. The range of barriers
involved in these paths are shown in Table 2.

The lowest migration barriers are observed for diffusion
along the interlayer plane, further suggesting these layers to be
rapid diffusion directions, which is in line with elongated pores
along this direction and the fact that the LTO to LTON transfor-
mation occurs also far from the surface.6 Diffusion parallel to
the interlayer plane then becomes increasingly more difficult the
further NO is from the interlayer plane. Diffusion barriers
perpendicular to the interlayer plane are similar to the parallel
ones in deeper layers. This data suggests that while NO is more
stable away from the interlayer plane, diffusion to these sites is
rather slow. An N-saturated interlayer plane and thus higher
driving force, as well as high ammonolysis temperatures are thus
prerequisite for N-diffusion away from the interlayer plane.

3.4 Defect chemistry of LTON

Fig. 5 summarizes the formation energies of all anionic defects
and defect pairs in LTON as a function of the oxygen chemical
potential and evaluated for experimentally relevant n-type con-
ductivity conditions with the Fermi energy at the conduction
band minimum. Details for each defect, can be found in ESI†
Section S5 with specific references given below. Also shown in
ESI† Sections S5F and S5G is data for cationic antisite defects,

as these defects, while potentially promoted by pairing with
anion substitutions, have rather high formation energies and
are thus not relevant during ammonolysis.

VO and VN. The formation energy for a neutral VO, relevant
under experimental conditions (ESI† Fig. S37), is very similar
on the two inequivalent sites as shown by the narrow range in
Fig. 5. Comparing the formation energy in LTON to the one in
LTO (Fig. 4) under similar conditions, the VO formation energy
is about 1 eV higher in the oxynitride. The VO is thus preferen-
tially located in LTO, where it can be annihilated during N
incorporation. As expected under N-rich ammonolysis condi-
tions, VO formation is favored by 1–2 eV compared to VN

formation, the VN being in a �1 charge state under these
conditions (ESI† Fig. S39). Not only is this important for the
transformation of LTO to LTON, but the formation of VN would
also lead to in-gap states (ESI† Fig. S36) which are possibly
detrimental for the visible light absorption and hence the
photocatalytic performance of the synthesized LTON.

ON and NO. Substitutional NO in the most favorable �1
charge state (ESI† Fig. S41a) are the most stable defects for a
large range of the oxygen chemical potential, which is due to
the considered N-rich ammonolysis environment. This defect
will not induce in-gap states and not affect light absorption
(ESI† Fig. S40a). Substitutional ON in its most favorable �1
charge state (ESI† Fig. S43) is unlikely to form, unless under
very O-rich conditions and would lead to doping into the
conduction band (ESI† Fig. S42).

Ni, Oi, Ni–VO and Oi–VO. N could also be incorporated in
LTON as an Ni interstitial. Due to the N-rich ammonolysis
environment, Ni can easily form in LTON (ESI† Fig. S47),
especially as the nitridating Ni

�3 species, given sufficiently
long ammonolysis times. Ni prefers sites where it can form
N2 dimers (ESI† Fig. S46) and will lead to in-gap states (ESI†
Fig. S45) that are detrimental to the optical properties of LTON.
Ni formation could be further favored in presence of VO under
O-poor conditions (ESI† Fig. S47 and S51). However, even
if Ni could be easily formed, they would eventually convert to
NO defects that are generally more stable (Fig. 5). Oi formation
is less relevant, with fairly high formation energies for the most
favorable Oi

�2 charge state (ESI† Fig. S50) except under very
O-rich conditions. Like nitrogen, also Oi prefers to form O2

dimers (ESI† Fig. S49). Under O-poor conditions, the formation
of Oi–VO Frenkel pairs becomes favorable, resulting in doping
into the conduction band (ESI† Fig. S52).

Summary. Our results show that substitutional NO is the
most likely defect in LTON, leading to nitrogen superstoichio-
metry without affecting light absorption. Nitrogen interstitials
could also form and will do so most favorably in the form of N2

dimers, inducing gap states detrimental to optical absorption.
Nevertheless in presence of VO these defects are expected to
eventually relax to NO.

To support these computational results, we performed
experiments with different ammonolysis times and tempera-
tures. These show that both longer times or higher tempera-
tures lead to emergence of an additional peak around 800 nm
(1.55 eV) in the UV-vis spectra of LTON (Fig. 6a), which likely

Table 2 Range of diffusion barriers for diffusion either parallel or
perpendicular to the interlayer plane and in/between given LTO layers.
See ESI Fig. S34 and Table S10 for full data

Path Barrier range (eV)

Parallel, interlayer 0.01–0.79
Parallel, middle layer 0.50–1.99
Parallel, bulk layer 0.78–1.09
Perpendicular, interlayer to middle layer 0.77–1.67
Perpendicular, within middle layer 0.77–1.67
Perpendicular, middle to bulk layer 1.32–1.96

Fig. 5 Formation energies of various defects and defect pairs in LTON as
a function of the oxygen chemical potential and for a Fermi energy at the
conduction band minimum. The spread in values shown by the highlighted
area between the respective minimum and maximum formation energy
stems from the different anion sites in the structure.
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stems from kinetically slow to form defects. To test this
hypothesis, we computed the optical absorption spectra for
pristine LTON as well as structures with the various relevant
defects and defect pairs (Fig. 6b). Even though a direct quanti-
tative comparison with experiment is impossible due to the
significantly underestimated band gap in our semi-local DFT
calculations, we can see that anionic defects lead to absorption
at lower energy (higher wavelength) compared to the pristine
sample. While this effect is very minor for substitutional NO

and ON defects, it is more pronounced for interstitial Ni and Oi

defects. Vacancies (VO and VN) lead to even more significant
contributions, that are highest when pairing with an interstitial
occurs. Given the rather low bulk VO concentration, it seems
reasonable to assign the experimental observation primarily to
Ni defects in metastable dimer configurations that have not yet
relaxed to NO. This points to the interpretation that extended
ammonolysis times or higher temperatures promote Ni and
local N superstoichiometry, due to continuous N incorporation
at the (crack) surface.

3.5 Crossover defect concentration

The above data on the defect chemistry of both LTO and LTON
can be used to estimate the crossover defect concentration, i.e.
the N content that thermodynamically stabilizes defective
LTON compared to defective LTO. We consider the following
two reactions (in proper Kröger–Vink notation) that alter the N
content of LTO and LTON respectively, based on the most
relevant substitutional NO and ON defects determined above:

7O�X þN2 ! 4O�O þ 2N0O þ V��O þ 1:5O2 (6)

4N�N þ 1:5O2 ! 3O0N þ V���N þ 2N2 (7)

We note that despite these reactions being written with N2

and O2 as molecular reactants/products our results are the
same if NH3 and H2O would be considered. This is achieved
by estimating the total energy of a defective cell by adding the
formation energy of the created defects to the total energy of
the respective stoichiometric cell. Since these formation ener-
gies are calculated for relevant ammonolysis conditions, the
appropriate chemical potentials of O and N containing mole-
cular reactants/products are implicitly taken into account. We
further note that this simple approach neglects defect-defect
interactions that will become relevant for high defect concen-
trations, which we address below. Using this approach, Fig. 7
shows that defective LTON becomes more stable than defective
LTO at about 70% N substitution in LTO.

To further prove this finding and to include defect-defect
interactions, we altered the 1 � 2 � 1 LTO cell (88 atoms) to
result in about 70% N content by introducing 12 substitutional
N and 6 oxygen vacancies. NO and VO were inserted in the
interlayer (I), the middle (M) or the bulk (B) layer, resulting in
either cis or trans local anion order as well as in a random
fashion. For each defective LTO configuration, a corresponding

2� 2
ffiffiffi
2
p
� 2

ffiffiffi
2
p

LTON cell with the same number and types of
atoms was created in order to compare their total energies.

Fig. 8a reports the relative energy of the various configurations
as a function of their VO location (I, M, B or a mixture thereof), the
location of NO and the resulting anion order. This data confirms

Fig. 6 (a) Experimental UV-vis spectra for LTON after different ammo-
nolysis times and temperatures. (b) Computed optical absorption spectra
for stoichiometric and defective LTON.

Fig. 7 Total energy per formula unit of defective LTO (in red) and LTON
(blue) cells obtained according to eqn (6) for LTO and (7) for LTON, as a
function of the nominal N content (x).
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that what we already learned from isolated defects and defect
pairs is also valid at high defect concentrations: NO prefers to be
in the middle or bulk layer (low lying red data points) and VO are
stabilised in the interlayer when NO are present (lowest energies in
the I column). Interestingly, when VO are present in the interlayer,
we observe spontaneous zipping of the two LTO slabs during
structural optimization, the resulting structure being defective
LTON. When zipping is observed, the final optimized structure is
energetically slightly more stable than the corresponding LTO cell,
as shown in Fig. 8c, which reports for each configuration the total

energy difference between defective LTON and defective LTO. The
most stable defective LTO cell (that spontaneously converts to
LTON during relaxation) has a local trans anion order. This is in
contrast to the most stable cis anion order in LTON29 but is
caused by the trans order leading to an ideal anion arrangement
for zipping, i.e. without nitrogen in the interlayer plane.

We repeated the same calculations for 50% nitrogen content
(8 substitutional N and 4 oxygen vacancies in LTO). In this case,
not only do we observed that VO are more stable in the bulk and
middle layer (see Fig. 8b), but, more interestingly, the zipping
of the two slabs to form LTON is never observed, LTO always
being more stable than LTON (see Fig. 8d). The transformation
of LTO to LTON is thus hindered at low N content both
energetically as well as by the absence of VO in the interlayer
that are required to induce zipping.

4 Conclusions

Our results indicate that surface VO are crucial for the complete
decomposition of NH3 to N on the LTO surface. While, in
principle, the initial decomposition steps could also occur on
the stoichiometric surface, the presence of (H2 induced) VO will
lead to clustering of NH adsorbates that are essential to reduce
the energetic cost of the final decomposition step ultimately
leading to N incorporation into LTO. Since bulk VO concentra-
tions are low, due to the rather high formation energy of this
defect, VO will have to be created at the surface.

Once incorporated at the surface, N prefers to reside on an O
site rather than as an interstitial and to assume a fully ionic N3�

charge state. This species is more stable within the middle and
bulk layer, suggesting that N diffuses away from the surface and
into the LTO crystal. While diffusion parallel to the surface is
most facile, the barriers for diffusion into the material are

Fig. 8 Energy of LTO cells with (a) 70% or (b) 50% nominal N content
obtained by introducing NO and VO defects in the interlayer (I), the middle
(M) and bulk (B) layer of LTO relative to the most stable cell for each N
content. NO were arranged either in cis, trans or random fashion. Energy
difference between an LTON and LTO cell with the same number and type
of atoms for (c) 70% and (d) 50% nominal N content.

Fig. 9 Schematic of the ammonolysis process: oxygen vacancy defects at surfaces and inside cracks lead to rapid nitrogen incorporation and oxygen
removal. Once a critical nitrogen content around 70% of the stoichiometric LaTiO2N concentration is reached, the structure converts into N-deficient
LaTiO2N. The accompanying volume shrinkage leads to more cracks.
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surmountable at typical thermal ammonolysis temperatures.
This suggests that N will diffuse both laterally and vertically
away from the surface and gradually saturate a region below the
initial VO defects with substitutional NO. When nitrogen sub-
stitutes for an oxygen, the oxygen atom can become an inter-
stitial, which can be removed from the material by diffusion
and/or annihilation with oxygen vacancies. The presence of
interstitial O is also in line with the experimentally observed
anion superstoichiometry prior to conversion to LTON.

Our calculations indicate that once the local nitrogen con-
tent reaches about 70% of the concentration in stoichiometric
LTON, the LTON structure becomes thermodynamically more
stable than LTO. This structural transformation is spontaneous
within our calculations as long as oxygen vacancies are present
in the interlayer region, which is the case only for sufficiently
high NO concentrations. Based on comparison with experimen-
tally determined UV-vis spectra, the resulting LTON is likely to
contain some metastable interstitial N caused by a high local N
concentration in the N saturated region below surface VO.

Fig. 9 schematically shows this process of NH3 decomposi-
tion at VO on the predominant 001 surfaces and crack faces,
followed by N and VO diffusion until a local N content B70% of
nominal LTON is reached and ultimately collapse of the layered
LTO structure to N deficient LTON.

Anion vacancies play a pivotal role in incorporating nitrogen
species at the precursor-oxide surface, nitrogen diffusion into
the oxide and they are required in the interlayer region during
the transformation via the zipper mechanism. While these
defects can be created and annihilated during ammonolysis,
their concentration is also determined by the precursor oxide.
A more oxygen deficient LTO precursor may therefore trans-
form more easily to LTON than a stoichiometric LTO. The
anion vacancy concentration in LTO is thus a promising tuning
parameter for the synthesis of LTON via ammonolysis of LTO.
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